
 

Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 264 

Minutes of Condo Board Meeting on Wednesday, March 25, 2020 
 

Present by telephone: Eric Auger, Claude Durocher, Jennifer Goldstone, Michelle Richards 
(CIPM) and Nadia Freeman (CIPM);  

Absent: Matthew Castiglia and Heather Ross (with notice) 
 
Location of meeting: teleconference, due to social isolation requirements of pandemic 
 

 

  ACTION  
1. CALL TO  

ORDER 
 

 Meeting began at 5:07 pm 

2. APPROVAL  
OF AGENDA 
 

 Agenda approved. Motion moved by Claude      
Durocher and seconded by Eric Auger. 
 

3 APPROVAL OF 
FEBRUARY 26 
MINUTES 

 Minutes approved as written. Motion     
moved by Claude Durocher and seconded by       
Eric Auger. 
 

 
  
4.1 Board Vacancy CIPM/  

BOARD 
 

Michelle is trying to get Matthew Castiglia’s       
disclosure form. Claude will follow-up with      
him. 

4.2 Reserved Parking 
Spots 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle said that Accounting does not      
identify which owners are paying for an       
additional parking spot, which would have      
facilitated outreach to such owners get the       
vehicle make and license number. Then CI       
could have figured out which R parking       
spaces are available. Eric had noted that 19        
of 47 reserved spots were occupied.      
Michelle said that this was on the       
backburner for now, given the demands of       
the pandemic.  

4.3 Pool  CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

The minutes from the March 2 meeting are        
being finalized and will be sent to owners        
soon.  
 
Proxies will be collected from owners in the        
summer and a second pool vote meeting       
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organized for September in hope of having       
more owners present. Michelle will compile      
a list of who provided proxies so far. 
 
The contract with H2O is not yet signed.        
Michelle will ask the owner what he plans to         
do if the pandemic prevents opening of the        
pool, i.e., could clients be released from       
contracts without penalty. Michelle will let      
the Board know. 
 

4.4 Roof Repair- 
Block 782 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle will ask Keller when it will       
complete the inspection to confirm that the       
chimney sidings have been replaced.  
 

4.5 Lighting CIPM/ 
BOARD 

Michelle will ask Metrosphere when it will       
complete the installation of the new      
lamppost (by Claude’s vehicle).  
 

4.6 Steps CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Steps at Block 758:84A and Block 790:63A       
will be repaired in the Spring. Claude noted        
that 37A (his place) needs a step repair. A         
big chunk is missing. He’ll send a photo.        
Agreed to do board walkabout earlier, 2nd       
week of April, at which time all repairs to         
steps will be noted. 
 

4.7 Painting CIPM CIPM has requested quotes from Brian,      
Levitt and Greg Collins for the following:       
balconies/posts at block 782 (1 coat); carport       
of block 770 (2 coats) – metal paint will be          
needed for post; blocks 758, 762 and 766 (1         
coat).  

4.8 AUDIT/AGM CIPM/ 
BOARD 

Audit is in progress. Michelle is trying to get 
Claude and Eric (incoming Treasurer) 
signed onto the TD Canada Trust account. 
Auditors to send a bank confirmation note, 
the board will approve it and then the 
auditor can request information from the 
bank on the GICs (amounts, when they 
mature, etc.).  See 2019 auditor’s report for 
GIC info for now. 
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4.9 Gutters / Trees CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Ongoing: Michelle will speak with Kott to       
confirm that the eavestrough cleaning was      
done to block 750. 
Claude will identify the trees that need to be         
trimmed or removed in order to confirm to        
Marcel Pelletier and get a quote. 
CIPM and the Board will also determine in        
the Spring walkabout if trees in the yards at         
units 35 and 68 need to be removed.  
 

4.10 Siding 
Deficiencies  

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle had forwarded a copy of the       
deficiency list to the Board for our records.        
Need to compare Keller’s report with our       
own observations when we do our      
walkabout in the spring (April). 
 

 
 
5.  FINANCIAL REPORT 
 
5.1 Account 

Receivables  
#1101 Other  
Receivables 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

As noted in past minutes, including April 
25, 2019, this line item represented old 
entries. Nadia and Michelle found out that 
three invoices had been coded to the wrong 
GL in 2016 and corrected at year-end 2019, 
once the auditor raised the issue:  
 
$1,459.53 Landscaping 
$766.82 Waste Removal 
$1,358.64 Stale Dated Cheques that 
needed to be reversed. 
Total=$3,584.99 
 

5.2 A/R Aging 
Summary 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle noted that units 44A and 85B are        
still in lien. Not yet paid. Lawyer says that         
85B claims he has a disability and would        
like to propose a repayment plan. The Board        
agreed that it would not consider the       
proposal given the long history of this owner        
not paying his condo fees and the desire to         
treat all owners equally. Michelle will let the        
CIPM lawyer know the board’s response      
and to continue with the lien. One special        
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assessment is in arrears, 82A and Michelle       
will let the owner know that they will be         
liened. 
 

5.3 Finances CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Given that Jennifer cannot see the full       
information for invoices on CondoWorks,     
the Board approved recently for Eric Auger       
to approve invoices with Claude. Eric will       
also eventually become the Treasurer (Board      
quorum needed for vote, Michelle said, but       
she will confirm with Dan). Jennifer is       
preparing a transition email for Eric, based       
on her observations and Brian’s advice. If       
need be, a teleconference could be arranged       
with Brian. 
 
Michelle offered to organize a daytime      
meeting for Eric, when he is Treasurer, to        
meet with her and Accounting.  
 
Michelle will arrange signing authority for      
Eric on RBC account once he is Treasurer.        
The same is being attempted for TD Canada        
Trust (GICs).  
 
Michelle will talk to Nadia and arrange to        
meet with the Board to discuss the Reserve        
Fund Study and actions for the coming year.        
At that time, we could look at the criteria of          
what gets charged to Operational account      
and what is charged to Reserve account. 
 

 
6.  OTHER BUSINESS 
 
6.1 Roof Replacement  

 
CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle received a proposal from Keller to       
oversee the Shingle Roof Replacement on      
Block 754 & 798. Claude asked that she go         
back to Keller and ask for a reduction in the          
design portion of the proposal. 
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Michelle is to have Keller obtain quotes       
from Kott and 2 others for the rooves to be          
redone. 
 
Eric asked about having metal troughs      
“splash” installed on the rooves to improve       
the lifetime of the shingles. Claude      
remembered this being discussed with     
Keller/Dominion at some point. The Board      
will look at past correspondence (Board      
minutes and Construction minutes) to see if       
this was documented.  
 
Waiting for Keller’s tender process to be       
completed. 
 

6.2 Rules/ Regulations  
Handbook 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

The Rules & Regulations will need to be        
revised after the September pool vote      
meeting to ensure that the Table of Contents        
reflects the correct pages for categories.      
(Might need to update the section about the        
pool, too). 
 

6.3 Williams 
Landscaping and 
fence repair 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

DEFERRED TO SPRING: A fence was      
damaged at the southeast corner of block       
786 (Unit 42A) due to snow removal at least         
a year ago. Ryan of Williams Landscaping       
tried to get material to replace it, but        
Fence-all doesn’t make it anymore. Heather      
noted that some of our fencing was done by         
Total Fence in 2010 – might be worth        
looking into it with them. Claude said he        
would look in the shed for spare fence        
material to fix the fence in the spring.        
Michelle will try to get it looked after. 
 

6.4 Foundation Leaks 
70A and 82A 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle will speak with OCS to ensure that        
70A will be completed at the same time as         
the pool house mock-up.  
 
82A was completed.  
 

6.5 Siding Project  KELLER/ 
DOMINION/ 

Claude, Eric and Michelle met with Keller       
and OCS on February 26th and confirmed       
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CIPM/OCS that the office block will commence on       
March 16th (weather permitted).  
 
Plan A of Phase 3 will be blocks (1) office,          
(2) 754, and (3) 750. OCS will provide a         
quote and PO for moving the shed to a         
permanent location (approx. 7 feet from      
office building). The Board will discuss      
shed emptying once the date for the shed        
move is known. 
 
The compound for OCS equipment has been       
set up between blocks 758 and 754. Owners        
were notified and have been cooperating      
regarding parking. Parking patrol was     
suspended on March 14.  
 
Since work hasn’t started and pandemic      
situation is evolving, Michelle will talk to       
Keller to see what’s going on.  
 

6.6 CLV CIPM DEFERRED TO SPRING:  A walkabout 
will be conducted to inspect buildings/yards. 
Infractions will be sent to owners if needed. 
 

6.7 Records 
Management 

BOARD/CIPM ONGOING: Heather confirmed that there     
are approximately 8 boxes left to go       
through. 

 
6.8 Speed Bumps CIPM/  

BOARD 
 

The bumps have arrived and are stored       
behind the shed. Watching for weather      
change for Claude and Eric to install them.  
 
 

6.9 Condo Office/ 
Electrical Panel/ 
Bathroom Taps 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

DEFERRED:  We will revisit in the Spring. 
 

6.10 44A Exterior  
Cabinets 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

The owner hasn’t removed the cabinets he       
installed outside his unit, 44A. The deadline       
for removal in the infraction letter was       
March 11, then a contractor would be hired        
and the owner would be charged. Michelle       
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said to facilitate cabinet removal in a       
peaceful way, she would call the owner to        
suggest a date for the contractors to come.        
The Board agreed that they would like the        
cabinets removed soon, so the infraction      
letter doesn’t become stale and useless, and       
to ensure the property is remediated. 

6.11 Landscaping 
Contract  
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 
 

 

The Board agreed to renew for a three-year        
contract. When the contract is nearing the       
end, CIPM will seek three quotes, from       
Always Growing and two other companies. 

6.12 Electric 
Vehicles 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

DEFERRED: Heather presented some    
figures associated with the cost of installing       
charging stations. This item will be      
discussed further in the future. 
 

6.13 70B crack in roof CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

DEFERRED TO SPRING: Keller will     
have this inspected in the Spring. Keller       
tried to meet with the resident about it, but         
they weren’t home. 

6.14 Capping of  
Decommissioned 
Chimneys 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle spoke with Shaun of Roofshield.      
He said that once a chimney-fireplace is       
decommissioned, it is best to cap it and put         
a note in the unit’s status certificate. 
 
Michelle will get quotes on capping all       
defunct fireplaces-chimneys. If we arrange     
to have the capping down, owners will be        
notified of the work and the change to their         
status certificates. 
 
Michelle notified 31B about the note that       
will be placed in her status certificate.  
 

6.15 Sewer drain/ 
Pothole at 
 St. Andre entrance 

CIPM/ 
BOARD 

Regarding the large potholes at the sewer       
drains (one on condo property, the other       
closer to city property). Michelle tried to       
reach the City, but couldn’t get through,       
given the public health emergency. This      
item is on hold unless the potholes become        
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even more dangerous. Michelle will     
followup with the City later, unless really       
urgent. 
 

6.16 Lighting CIPM/ 
BOARD 

Michelle will ask Keller what is happening       
about the light bulbs for block 758. A lot of          
these lights (bulbs and/or fixture) are not       
working. Is it Dominion’s responsibility or      
the Condo’s? Also, Dominion was     
supposed to replace the yellow bulbs with       
white ones to have uniform lighting      
throughout the condo area.  
Alex has a list of bulbs not changed and         
should be following up. It’s noted in the        
construction meeting minutes, too. Chris     
had said he would have the bulbs changed.  

7.  NEW BUSINESS 
 
7.1 Parking lot  

sweeping 
CIPM Michelle will arrange to have the lot swept,        

first notifying the owners of the date so they         
can move their cars (very important –       
owners not notified last year) 
 

7.2 Parking Lot Yellow 
Line painting 

CIPM Michelle will get a quote  

7.3 Pool options CIPM Michelle will look into getting a pool       
consultant to advise on the questions posed       
at the March pool vote meeting, e.g., the        
possibility of converting to salt,     
infrastructure needs (e.g., pipes to pump are       
getting old). Will need to have this       
information for the September pool     
meeting. 
 

7.4 City of Ottawa  
State of Emerg. 
Implications 

CIPM/Board We are watching for directives from the       
City given that it just announced a State of         
Emergency. If it closes playgrounds, we      
would see what notice or measures are taken        
and consider doing the same for our       
playground. 
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Meeting adjourned at 6:25 pm  
  
The next Board meeting is scheduled for Thursday, April 23, 2020 at 6:30 pm. 
 
 
Minutes Approved: _________________________ 
March 25, 2020 _________________________ 

 

7.5 Repair of asphalt  
paths where ice  
builds up 

CIPM/Board We recalled the suggestion from snow      
removal contractor to build up the low-lying       
paths, e.g., near 782, so that ice won’t build         
up. The Board agreed to see what the RFS         
says about re-paving before doing repairs      
here and there. Michelle said she would       
check the RFS. 
 


